Wavespells of the year Red Solar Moon
The wavespell of the year, the Red Magnetic Dragon kin 1, is the first wavespell of the Tzolkin and of the Red Castle of
Becoming, Court of Birth and represents the power of Birth, the action of nourishment and the essence of Being. It is also
the beginning of the Genesis of the Dragon that started 26.000 years ago. We have the chance to give birth to ourselves
and what we really need, through our the female, creative power and take care of our belly and the belly of the Earth,
source of all life.

As far as Aura-Soma is concerned we will connect to the Equilibrium 1: the Physical Rescue. Bottle 1 will be a purification
for the body while it nourishes the being. It is the first of the Major Arcana in the Tarots: the Magician. As Magicians we
can start being aware we have all the elements in us, all the tools we can use to create and give birth to something new.
We can have a fresh understanding of our role in the creative process of life. Our affirmation can be: I love life and life
loves me.

It is the first of the 20 Archetypes of the Galactic Tree of Life, the Galactatron—the Initiator the Red Dragon.
The Primal Force of Cosmic Being. Holds the Marka Pole (upper pole) that controls the power of cosmic being and
descends as cosmic knowledge. Opens the Universal Light Gate to the Court of the Avatar

In relation to the wavespells that followed the Closing of the Cycle and the 16 years of the Cube of the Law (1996-19972012-2013) this is the second and relates to the White Magnetic Wind kin 222, in the Central Green Castle of
Enchantement, Court of Matrix, that synchronizes the human.. Represents the power of Spirit, the action of

Communication and the essence of Breath.

As far as Aura-Soma is concerned we will connect to the Equilibrium 2: the Peace Bottle.. Bottle 2 will be the possibility to
bring peace in the depth of the self and in the conscious mind and to communicate this peace. To become a breath of
peace. It is the second of the Major Arcana in the Tarots: the High Priestess. As a High Priestess we can let the Spirit
speak through us and be a channel for a peaceful, nurturing energy.

It is the second of the 20 Archetypes of the Galactic Tree of Life, The High Priestess, the White Wind. The Essence of
Cosmic Spirit, Urania, The Spirit Breather –Holds the Darka Pole (lower pole) that controls the power of cosmic spirit
that ascends as prophecy. Opens the Universal Light gate to the Court of the Prophet.

Moons of the year Red Solar Moon

In relation to the service wavespell of the year, that of the Red Magnetic Dragon, attracting the power of Birth, and to the
wavespell of the White Magnetic Wind, attracting the communication of the Spirit, this Fourth Moon relates to the fourth

steps of the wavespells and their giving form to the purpose, the Yellow Self-Existing Seed, kin 4, and the Red SeflExisting Serpent, kin 225 .

We can give form to the plans we want to germinate and bring to flowering, being aware of the vital force they need on
order to survive. We will be supported in this task by the vision of the eagle and the receptivity of the magician.
In Aura-Soma these codes relate to Equilibrium 4, the Sunlight Bottle, and Equilibrium 5, the Sunrise/ Sunset Bottle, the
Emperor and the Hierophant in the Tarots and the Innocent and the Initiate in the 20 Galactic Archetypes

B4 Yellow /Gold The Emperor. This bottle relates to the Solar Plexus, the Prana assimilator of the Soul, and information,
knowledge is one of the forms Prana takes. This bottle speaks of the difference between knowledge (acquired) and
wisdom (within) and of the potential for great joy and happiness when we get access to deep wisdom. Instead of being
ruled by deep fear and becoming anxious we can be ruled by wisdom. There is the possibility of self-awareness and the
potential for rulership of one's own being. The Emperor has the rulership of thr Earth and holds temporal authority. He
receives light, inspiration from above to be reminded not to rule through fear and power but through joy and wisdom.
Galactic Archetype: The Innocent. ” I am the Innocent—Yellow Seed. I am the Seed Being of Cosmic Awareness. I
hold the right centripetal extremity that controls the power of universal awareness to evolve the powers of cosmic
intelligence. I open Universal Light gate to the Court of the Pathfinder.”
As a challenge there may be doubts, confusion, difficulty in asserting our own power for lack of self-esteem and a feeling
of inadequacy or a tendency to control and manipulate.

B5 The Sunrise/Sunset Bottle is the opportunity to utilize the vital, instinctual force of the Serpent wisely; to use the
wisdom in relation to the energy that we carry.
It is the possibility to awaken to the Kundalini Force, the Serpent at the base of the spine, the source of light within the
body. The Sunrise indicates the Initiation of creative forces journeying towards the crown.
As a challenge it may indicate difficult, abusive situations, emotional shocks we may have attracted.
The Hierophant: Detached and controlled. Intellectual leadership. A representative of spiritual values. The ability to carry
on to chosen goals despite distractions.
Galactic Archetype: The Serpent. “

I am the Serpent Initiate of Wisdom – Red Serpent. I am the First Gate of

Power: Power of Sex.” Sex is the beginning of knowledge. The Serpent Initiate of Wisdom is the first to be
initiated by the Primal Force Galactatron. By this initiation she gains the power to initiate and empower others
in the timeless serpent wisdom that spans the world
systems. The Serpent Initiate of Wisdom is the most ancient one; she is the possessor of all the hidden doctrines
and mind treasures stored around the planet. In her is the storehouse of cosmic memory of previous world
systems. She is instinctual, and her sexual power is the essence of her wisdom. She teaches through rites of
initiation.

Taken from the Law of Time

Welcome to the Electric Deer Moon of Service!
This is the third moon of the Planetary Service Wavespell, holding the power of activation and bonding. This Moon
begins with the Cosmic Serpent, sign of the transcendence of lIfe force corresponding to the destroyed planet, Maldek.

On Electric Moon 2 we enter the Worldbridger wavespell of death. Electric Moon 13, Kin 77: Red Crystal Earth (October
2) marks five spins (1300 days) since the tsunami that caused the meltdown at the Fukushima power plant in Japan. The
country's nuclear reactors were switched off after the catastrophe, but now two reactors have been approved be switched
back on by the Nuclear Regulatory Authority, despite regular earthquakes in the area.
Greenpeace Japan issued the statement:
"The government … is ignoring the lessons of Fukushima and attempting to prevent the renewable energy revolution,
trying to take the nation back to its dependence on dangerous and unreliable nuclear power," said Kazue Suzuki for the
organisation.
On the planet holon, Japan is located in the Worldbridger zone, which corresponds to planet Mars. Kin 77 occurs
precisely 21 days after the 13th anniversary of 9-11 and is also the 49th day of the 812-day cycle that began on August
15, 2014, Kin 29. 49 (7 x 7) is the number of days in the bardo of Tibetan buddhism.
Twelve days later on Kin 89 (October 14, 2014) marks five spins since the passing of Valum Votan. It was in 1989 that he
made the groundbreaking discovery of the Law of Time. The Law of Time distinguishes between the artificial/mechanistic
timing frequency (12:60) of modern human civilization, and the natural universal timing frequency of synchronization
(13:20) characterizing the rest of life on Earth.
The Law of Time views the current multiple global crises as part of the inevitable biosphere-noosphere transition, marking
the most significant stage in the whole of the evolution of life on Earth.
Valum Votan describes the shift into the noosphere:
"Foreseen as the evolutionary transformation of the biosphere into its next state or condition by its chief theorists, Vladimir
Vernadsky and Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, the noosphere represents a radical shift of mind and consciousness. In fact,

its advent is the commencement of the next stage of planetary evolution. By its nature it could only be brought about by a
human participatory event.
"As the planetary mind, it is a vast and singular expression of but a single entity, the planet as a living system. From the
human perspective, the noosphere represents the advance to universal telepathy. From the noosphere's perspective, its
manifestation means the absorption of the individualized human units of consciousness into the functioning of but one
mind in which all contradictions are resolved into higher harmonic perceptions."

Star Traveler's Synchronicities
Continuing our One Moon = One Kin count which began in the Magnetic Moon of the Yellow Overtone Seed Year (1997),
this Electric Moon is the 224th Moon since that time, so it corresponds to

Kin 224, Yellow Electric Seed:
I activate in order to target
nding awareness
I seal the input of flowering
With the electric tone of service
I am guided by the power of elegance
Just as each daily kin has a fifth force oracle, we can also see what the fifth force oracle is for this whole Moon by looking
at the oracle and planetary influences for the Yellow Electric Seed...

